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Valentine’s Day 

 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
 

 Welcome!  
 
Did you know that the greatest number of heart attacks, during the year,  take place on 
Valentine’s Day? 
 
[The group is startled: Sohrab laughs] 
 
Isn’t this a pleasant way to open the meeting? No, we are not trying to alarm you; and 
you will soon understand why we made this statement. 
 
What is the energetic significance of Valentine’s Day? 
 
Group: Love? 
 
Group: Loving Self? 
 
Group: Appreciating the Who I Am? 
 
Group: Hope? 
 
Group: Faith? 
 
Group: Relationships? 
 
Group: Oneness? 
 

 You are all partially correct. Now let us examine the origin of the energy that floods 
Planet Earth on Valentine’s Day.   
 
Not all societies around the Universe choose love as their core center, their mainstay.  
Though it is a predominant force in the Universe, it is certainly not the only one. 



 
Your society has chosen love as its core center; some others, for example, choose 
knowledge.  To them, love is a secondary aspect. 
 
“In the beginning’, when planet Earth was in its process of self-creation, her evolving 
consciousness began combining various aspects of sacred geometry to form the 
upcoming ‘Self’. 
 
She decided, that for the future of Self and for all her future inhabitants, that a core 
center of love was the most appropriate.  This was her self-created, sacred-geometrical 
core center, around which she then started to combine other symbols, to facilitate her 
upcoming, yet-to-be-born inhabitants. 
 
So for her, and for many other societies and planets around the Universe, love is the 
central column, the pivotal point, the force around which every other single aspect 
revolves and evolves. 
 
This central column of love is created by the appropriate combination of sacred 
geometrical symbols.  The ‘heart-shaped’ one, with which you are familiar, is one of the 
base symbols.  
 
Every time you work with this symbol, you are energetically looping back in time and 
creating the start of Planet Earth. Energy works in loops: the future creates the past 
which facilitates the formation of the future. 
 
(Laughing) We sense your confusion.  Let us explain this practically: on a higher 
conscious level, you are now aware that you need to be present at today’s meeting, to 
gain this knowledge.  You are therefore CURRENTLY looping back in time, to provoke 
self to sign up for this meeting last Monday. 
 
At that point, you ‘officially’ did not know what was going to happen, but energetically 
you knew exactly what the content of this meeting was going to be, and whether or not 
it was ‘right’ for you 
 
Similarly, all your experiences and expressions of love throughout your various lifetimes 
on earth loop backwards and create the core center of the planet, before the first life-
form ever existed.  
 
Group Member: That’s because everything is simultaneous in time? 
 

 Exactly!! Time is simultaneous, not linear.  Right now, you are creating this planet, 
experiencing all your earthly lifetimes, and experiencing this ‘current’ one as well. 
 



Similarly, all the hatred, separation, and anger that the various kingdoms of earth have 
experienced over life-times are also simultaneously looping backwards and sowing the 
seeds of their ‘future’ existence. 
 
The Darwinian theory of the evolution of the species is correct when viewed from a 
physical plane, but in reverse order when viewed energetically.  The amoeba did not give 
rise to Man; Man is currently giving birth to the first amoeba. 
 
Group Member:  By the energy of thought?  
 

 By the energy of thought, of intent, and of power. Now, as you continue to touch 
your power in this year, and the next, you are looping back energies to the beginning of 
time, to the creation of Planet Earth, offering Planet Earth the opportunity to install 
power into itself and in all its future generations.   
 
Are you even beginning to see what the sentence “You are God” means? You are indeed 
the creator!  Never ever dismiss the power of the individual.  Each loop, created by you 
individually, has the most amazing effect on the creation of the planet itself. 
 
 Group Member: “Phoenix Rising”: our new website!  
 

 Indeed! Phoenix Rising: the re-creation of self, moment to moment; transcending 
time, space and dimension; and constantly re-inventing self. 
 
Let us look at this friend right now (pointing to Gool): her current energies, growth, 
issues, advantages and disadvantages, emotions, belief systems and so on…all looping 
backwards to create her own ancestors in the appropriate configuration, so that they 
can ‘give rise’ to her! 
 
(Pointing to Darshana) You earlier spoke of ‘past karma’, and of ‘taking on’ the karma of 
your ancestors.  Yes, you can; because it is truly your karma as well.  After all, you have 
looped backward to create them in the appropriate configuration, with the appropriate 
issues, so that you could be born to them and undergo what you need to: so their karma 
is yours, as you have created it yourself.  Taking on the karmic debts of your great-great-
grandmother is the same as taking on your own.  Oneness!!!! 
 
Let us say that you (pointing to a group member) have lived for 50 years in this lifetime 
with a victim issue, and have now finally overcome it, and have touched your power.  
You would now, therefore, loop back in time, and create the appropriate ‘tyrant’ 
grandfather, who in turn would give birth to an oppressive father, who would offer you 
the appropriate environment to engender your victimhood.  You are simply ‘setting the 
stage’ for your personal challenges, in order the experience them and then assimilate 
them. 
 



Group Member:  Isn’t that why we choose the parents and the family? 
 

 Exactly! The child not only chooses his parents; he creates them. Time is 
simultaneous, not linear: your ancestors, you and your descendants all exist 
simultaneously.  They are you; you are they. 
 
And as you grow, you loop back and make subtle changes in your ancestors as well, to 
engender the current change in self. 
 
 Group Member: But isn’t everything else an illusion, then? 
 

 It is. You are the central energy strand; everything else is your creation. 
 
 Group Member: So there really is no individuation, everything is one energy? 
 

 It’s one energy. Now start to understand the words “I am God”: this is indeed the 
truth.  If you look down at your body, your finger is you, and your toe is you, and your 
heart is you: all part of the same body.  The finger is not an ‘individuated entity’, and yet 
it has its own unique function and visual identity.  But without being part of the whole, 
it is useless. 
 
Now imagine that your finger is one lifetime, and your toe another: all exist 
simultaneously, as part of the whole. 
 
Using this analogy, your body is your central strand, and your body parts are your 
various lifetime experiences that you wish to assimilate. 
 
You are therefore the creator, producer, writer, director and actor in your life-drama.  
You are also the audience. 
 
 Group Member: Isn’t this a way that we come into a resolution of ourselves, within 
ourselves?  
 

 When we spoke of constant visitations, during this year, from dear, departed ones, 
you can now understand this concept better.  Yes, from your perspective, they are 
relatives with whom you need to resolve issues. 
 
Now view them as aspects of self that wish to integrate themselves more fully into the 
whole You. 
 
Why is the sexual orgasm considered one of the highest spiritual experiences on earth? 
 



This is because, at the moment, above all your other moments on earth, your mind does 
not wander.  You are fully immersed in the experience.  You are at complete Oneness 
with self. 
 
An orgasm actually has nothing to do with your partner or your level of sexual 
arousal: it is your ultimate declaration of Self; the joyous reunion of you with You. The 
length and intensity of your orgasm is dependant on how far you are willing to unite 
with self. 
 
This is why animals, in general, experience fuller and longer orgasms than humans: they 
are not generally limited by feelings of self-doubt and worthlessness.  They are fully 
willing to experience self-union. 
 
Group Member:  What happens in the case of rape?  
 

 The rape victim seldom orgasms.  But if she does, she is simply acknowledging the 
rapist as an aspect of self. 
 
The rapist’s orgasm, if it occurs, is rarely one of self-union: it generally leaves him feeling 
more separate and more fragmented than before.  And this dissatisfaction erroneously 
leads him to attempt it again, to correct this imbalance. 
 
Now understand why we opened this meeting with the statement: “Did you know that 
the greatest number of heart attacks take place on Valentine’s Day?” 
 
Since all the kingdoms on planet earth have chosen love as their fulcrum, it is their 
desire to unite, in love, with every aspect of self.  This implies total self-acceptance. 
 
Those, therefore, who have had a love issue over lifetimes, who constantly reject self 
and others, who deny who they are, who experience separation of all or any form, 
cannot easily experience Oneness. 
 
The love energy, your central core, flows more strongly on Valentine’s Day, than it does 
on any other day in the year.  Those who resist this strongly, fight such a fierce inner 
battle with these energies, that they are often overwhelmed by the force of love.  This 
causes a physical heart attack. 
 
Now let us get even more controversial: groups of people or societies around the world 
that resist love cause the most agitation on this day. Look at your own country. 
 
Yes, we will name it: what you call the Shiv Sena. They resist this festival, and ban it 
under the guise of it being a ‘decadent western import’. 
 



What they are truly saying is “We dare not approach love: if we do, our whole existence 
is called into being.” 
 
You will be interested to know that these kinds of societies have two predominant kinds 
of members: those who are so resistant to love, that lovelessness is their comfort zone 
and those who are filled with love, to the degree that the Jesus Christ was. They are 
there to gently help shift the others. 
 
Group Member: I always thought that Valentine’s Day had something to do with 
Rudolph Valentino! 
 

 If that is its origin from your perspective, then please look at why you feel that way.  
Perhaps you need to connect with your own ‘dashing, dare-devil’ aspects of love.  Why 
don’t you loop back in time, give Rudolph Valentino a big hug, as ask him to be your 
valentine? (All laugh) 
 
Now that you have understood the significance of Valentine’s Day, why not use it to 
your maximum advantage? 
 
Though the energetic thrust of love is strongest on that day, it naturally flows through 
the planet the rest of the year as well! 
 
The energy of love is not soft and gentle; it is a veritable force, a tidal-wave.  Ask 
yourself how you can best benefit from it.  Do you need to love yourself more?  Have 
you resisted loving a certain aspect of self, or of another?  Where in your life do you feel 
loveless?  Is your perception of love skewed? 
 
Group Member:  Love is a declaration! 
 

 Love is a declaration of your orgasmic union with self.  
 
Group Member: You can get it with a meal or a good book! 
 

 And her next unspoken line was “So who needs a man!” (All laugh) 
 
Group Member: Love is that: it doesn’t have to be with a man!  
 

 Of course, dear friend!  
 
 Group Member: So why do we ‘fall in love’ and not ‘rise in love’? 
 

 Bravo! Go ahead and change the phrase for posterity!  Humanity needs to re-think 
many of its phrases: instead of calling them ‘Labour pains’, why not call them ‘Birthing 
Joy’?  Do this, and experience the change in the pain quotient in the future! 



 
 Group Member: Is this why the order of things in the world today is changing? The 
unrest in Indonesia, Jordan and so many of the Middle Eastern countries? 
 

 You are correct.  Every city, country, town and area around the world is also working 
to examine its attitude towards the energy of love, or the lack thereof.  This will 
continue over the next two years. 
 
Where there is lovelessness, eruptions and shifts of all kinds will take place. Some will 
manifest physically, others energetically and yet others practically. 
 
Where there is oppression, corruption and greed, an uprising must take place to shift 
the imbalance.  The slaves, world-wide, had to revolt, to shift humanity’s perception of 
slavery and unpaid labour.  The Black community had to revolt, to facilitate the future 
acceptance of their human rights and their equal position in society. 
 
This revolt is actually an expression of love: the love of self, and the desire on the part of 
self to stand up to external lovelessness. 
 
When you stand up to your vicious husband or tyrannical mother-in-law, and assert who 
you are, you do so from an acknowledgment of love of self. 
 
Do not now indulge in spiritual word-play and say “She is another aspect of me”.  Of 
course she is; but you have also created her to facilitate touching love within self, and to 
help you acknowledge and appreciate who you are! 
 
 Group Member: What about the weather, what about the geographical changes? Does 
love come into that? 
 

 Most definitely, dear friend!  A lot of the geographical shifts and movements you are 
about to experience, over the next two years, are repercussions from the love or the 
lack thereof, that you have shown your planet. It is only when you create a depletion in 
the ozone layer, or over-polluted seas, that you awaken and shift your ways.  It need not 
be this way: unfortunately Humanity needs constant jolts to learn responsibility and 
love. 
 
Group Member: So a volcanic eruption is also caused from the lack of love? 
 

 Let us look at this from today’s explanation of energetic loops. Hypothetically, if a 
volcano erupts in a particular area, in the middle of 2012; the energies of that area are 
looping back in time to facilitate the sub-strata build-up necessary for the release in that 
area, due to an accumulation of, perhaps, oppression and tyranny.  Aspects of 
lovelessness. 
 



 Group Member: isn’t an eruption a release of emotional blockages? 
 
  Always.  
 
Group Member: Yet that brings about love,  
 

 Yes: it is formulated in love, it erupts in love, and it paves the way for a greater 
expression of love. 
 
Group Member: The sad part is that we only seem to appreciate love when we lack it. 
 

 It doesn’t have to be that way! Change it! 
 

 
BLESSINGS FROM THE ENERGIES OF ANCIENT SACRED GEOMETRY. 
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